
FINDING YOUR BALANCE 

 

Each situation below describes one approach that is too protective (brick wall), one that is too permissive (jellyfish), 

and one that strikes a healthy balance (backbone) between the two. 

 

 

SITUATION:  YOUR CHILD GETS HUNGRY BETWEEN MEALS SOMETIMES. 

Too Protective/Brick Wall Balanced/Backbone Too Permissive/Jellyfish 

Under no circumstances do you You make up a special box of You let her help herself to any-  

allow her to eat between meals. healthy snacks that she can help  thing she wants at any time. 

 herself to when she gets hungry. 

 

SITUATION:  YOUR CHILD WANTS TO CHOOSE HIS CLOTHES AND DRESS HIMSELF FOR SCHOOL. 

Too Protective/Brick Wall Balanced/Backbone Too Permissive/Jellyfish 

You insist on choosing his You give him a choice of 2-3 items You let him wear anything he   

clothes and dressing him to each day, and leave plenty of time wants, even if it’s not appropri- 

save time and make sure he for him to dress himself—standing  ate, and leave him to dress him-  

gets everything on right. by to help if he wants it. self, even if his shirt is backwards 

 and his shoes on the wrong feet.  

 

SITUATION:  YOUR CHILD STARTS TO FIGHT WITH HIS FRIEND. 

Too Protective/Brick Wall Balanced/Backbone Too Permissive/Jellyfish 

At the first sign of a disagree- When you hear the children arguing, You leave them to solve  

ment, you intervene, separate you stand by to see if they can things themselves, even when children, 

and send the friend  resolve their disagreement without  it turns into a fist fight in 

home. force.  If they start hitting each  which one child is clearly the 

 other, you quickly put a stop to their  the loser. 

 fighting and help them talk it out.  

 

SITUATION:  YOUR CHILD HATES TO GO TO BED. 

Too Protective/Brick Wall Balanced/Backbone Too Permissive/Jellyfish 

You insist on lights out at  You set a regular bedtime, for her to  You let her go to bed whenever 

7:30pm every night. go to her room.  If she’s not sleepy, and wherever she wants. You  

 she can look at books in bed, but she end up carrying her to bed after  

 must stay there. she has fallen asleep on the couch 

 

SITUATION:  YOUR CHILD WANTS TO GO ON PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT WITHOUT HELP. 

Too Protective/Brick Wall Balanced/Backbone Too Permissive/Jellyfish 

You don’t let him go on any You always accompany him to the You let him go to the play- 

equipment to prevent him playground but let him go on any- ground by himself and go on 

from hurting himself. thing that he can manage on his  anything he wants. 

 own.  You watch carefully in case 

 he needs assistance. 

 

SITUATION:  YOUR TODDLER IS AT THE STAGE WEHRE SHE’S INTO EVERYTHING. 

Too Protective/Brick Wall Balanced/Backbone Too Permissive/Jellyfish 

You keep her in a playpen all the You remove breakable and danger- You let her crawl around 

time to keep her safe. ous items from certain areas of your everywhere on her own, 

 home and let her crawl about there, and her pleased with her  

 keeping an eye on her, just in case. curiosity. 

 

SITUATION:  YOUR CHILD WANTS TO TIE HIS SHOELACES BY HIMSELF. 

Too Protective/Brick Wall  Balanced/Backbone Too Permissive/Jellyfish 

You let him, but at the first sign You let him do as much as he wants You leave him to figure it out 

of a mistake, you stop him and to do by himself.  If the laces end up by himself, and let him go to 

show him how to do it right. wrong, you praise him for his efforts. school with shoelaces he trips  

 and show him how to tie them even over because you assume that 

 better. he likes it that way.  
 


